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Infaq are exclusions of property for people needs were ordered by the teachings of Islam outside of zakat. In the other hand, infaq is sunnah practices are not bound as well as the obligatory zakat for every Muslim. Many systems can be used for the management of infaq. One is the Infaq 25 method. This approach is used to facilitate people in issuing infaq even it is only 25 rupiahs.

This study aims to examine the background of the realization of Infaq 25 and analyze the effectiveness of Infaq 25 Management in Karangbesuki of Malang.

This type of research is field research which is more emphasis on field data as the object study. It also related to the effectiveness Infaq 25 of poverty reduction that reference to the data field. The researcher use a qualitative descriptive approach to know how the effectiveness of the Infaq 25 management.

The results of this study is the background of the realization infaq 25 to reduce poverty, provide convenience and relief to people to be charitable, sympathize orphans and anticipate the rise of Christianization. About the effectiveness of Infaq 25 is not maximal. This case happen because there is not assistance for people who borrow, the lack of human resources management, lack of assertiveness sanctions for noncompliance, lending small nominal, lack the amount of borrowing the funds to be used qardhan hasan to venture capital as independence community and still use classical management. Therefore, it needs attention and supervision for the manager of the fund infaq so that it lent to clients can be managed as possible and not for consumption only.